PHISHING ATTACKS CONTINUED TO BE PROMINENT IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2014, INCLUDING THE TRADITIONAL TARGETS OF PAYPAL AND APPLE, AS WELL AS A DISTURBING NEW WAVE OF ATTACKS USING RESIDENTIAL IP ADDRESS SPACE AND PERSONAL COMPUTERS TO INSTALL AND HOST PHISHING SITES.

A new and improved version of Android “notcom” malware has resurfaced; spam levels continued to drop; spam topics focused on pharmaceuticals and jobs, with particularly creative ways to sell new diet aids. The first FIFA World Cup Soccer spam is hitting inboxes; and Western Europe led the way this quarter collectively generating almost 1/5th of the world’s spam.

PHISHING TRENDS

ANALYZING TRENDS THROUGH CYREN’S NEW PHISHING FEED

In April 2014, CYREN released its new phishing URL feed. Curious about the trends, we looked at a two-week sample. The most notable result was an approximate 73% increase in the number of phishing URLs/sites related to PayPal (from ~750/day in Q4 of 2014 to ~1300/day in Q1 of 2013).

Below are the top six most frequently ‘phished’ properties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Phishing Purpose</th>
<th># of Phishing URLs/Sites Over 2-Week Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PayPal</td>
<td>Access to financial data and assets, identity (name, address, and social security number), email, and passwords</td>
<td>18,600; up by more than 70% from 2013 data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>Apple IDs, billing information (credit card #s, expiration dates, names, addresses)</td>
<td>2,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Poste Italiane—Italy’s largest postal service providing financial and payment services.</td>
<td>Access to financial data, assets, identity (name, address), email/user ID and passwords</td>
<td>1,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Barclays Bank</td>
<td>Access to financial data, assets, identity (name, address), user ID/email, and passwords</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Battle.net—Online gaming site</td>
<td>User name/ID, passwords, billing information</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sparkasse—German Savings Banks Finance Group (Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe), a sub-sector of the German banking system, with 431 savings banks using the Sparkasse brand</td>
<td>Access to financial data, assets, identity (name, address), user ID/email, and passwords</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A sample of the destination sites illustrates the typically convincing copies of trusted login pages.
PhishLabs (www.phishlabs.com), a CYREN partner through our Security Alliance, recently released an in-depth study examining a new wave of phishing attacks using the residential IP address space and personal computers to install and host phishing sites.

By scanning the residential service IP address space, attackers exploit individuals who have (1) enabled the remote desktop protocol (RDP) service on Microsoft Windows and (2) use a weak password. The attackers then install PHP Triad (free, open-source, web server software) and upload a number of different phishing pages. Links to the phishing sites (usually financial institutions and payment websites) are sent out via spam email messages. As pointed out by PhishLabs, this trend is highly significant, as phishing sites hosted on compromised personal home computers are more likely to have a longer lifespan than those located in a traditional hosting environment. (The hosting provider’s terms of service typically enables them to quickly shut down malicious sites; Internet service providers (ISPs), on the other hand, have little control over customer-owned home computers linked to the ISP by residential broadband networks.)

While RDP is turned off by default on desktops with modern versions of Windows, PhishLabs found that the many individuals still use RDP as a free, no third-party way to remotely access at-home systems. According to the report, few of these recent phishing attacks suggested “evidence of social engineering to get the user to enable RDP or create
Remote Assistance invitations; exploits with shellcode or malware that enables RDP; or attacks that target other possible weaknesses in RDP configurations such as Restricted Admin mode in RDP 8.1.” In every attack analyzed, attackers gained access only through RDP-enabled connections and weak passwords.

The full report is available here: http://blog.phishlabs.com/phishers-set-up-sites-on-residential-broadband-hosts

**PHISHERS GOOGLING YOU**

Billed as a one-stop shop for everything including email, calendar, documents, videos, and now social networking, Google grants users access with only one user name and password. The ease of access is great for everyone, particularly phishers. In a recent example identified by CYREN, a hacked Gmail account sends out an email entitled “Wealth management article for your review”. The link, suggesting that the user review information contained in a “Google docs” document, leads the to a fake Google login/phishing site, asking for the Google user name and password (and similar credentials for a bunch of other sites).

Of course, this particular phisher is only interested in “working” with the most educated and discerning wealth managers, as the last line states, “…if you’ve no wealth to manage, don’t bother opening.”

**MALWARE TRENDS**

**IMPROVED ANDROID NOTCOM MALWARE**

You may remember the emergence of Android “notcom” malware that appeared roughly a year ago, distributed in email links sent from compromised email accounts. Then, depending on the visiting device, the same link directed users to different destinations. PC or iOS users were simply sent to a diet scam site; Android users were targeted with a malware download.

Once again, malware authors are targeting Android users with the same method. While non-Android devices are sent to a diet scam page, Android users find themselves again a victim of the malware package “security.update.apk”.
The malware creates a service that runs in the background called “com.security.patch”. The code creates a proxy and is then used as a P2P client. All the data that it sends out is encrypted. Our AV lab did a test to see how much data was sent and received by the malware and it turns out quite a lot. There was no service that connects to the internet running on the phone except for the malware “com.security.patch” and after 15 minutes it had transmitted almost 1 mb of data.

Using the Android device, our AV lab then opened a webpage that used 0.83 MB; the malware doubled that amount of data right away. Watch out mobile Internet users! With this malware on your Android, your data usage bills could get quite expensive, and of course, forget private browsing as everything is funneling through some proxy server. The main
address that the malware is connecting to—“172.16.1.5”—is a private IP address, which appears to be the P2P service of the malware. By sniffing through the packages from “172.16.1.5”, we observed numerous other addresses.

As a result of the encryption we can only speculate as to the purpose of the malware. It seems likely that it could steal device and user data and, as with last year’s, may be part of some Android botnet.

**SPAM TRENDS**

**SPAM LEVELS**

In the first quarter of 2014, spam levels continued their general downward trend. The new year period produced the traditional drop with spam representing only 57% of all global email at its lowest. The average daily spam level for the quarter was 54 billion emails per day—with some days seeing levels approaching 30 billion emails.
SPAM TOPICS

Pharmaceutical products (Viagra and the like) jumped up 45% from last quarter’s analysis, leading this quarter’s spam pack. Emails purporting to offer jobs with fast, easy cash come in at number two, accounting for approximately 15% of all spam email. And, rounding off at number three are spam emails about diet products (such as Garcinia gummi-gutta or Garcinia Cambogia), accounting for approximately 1%.

The surprise (and amusement) this quarter is the sophistication of the spam emails associated with these diet products. While Garcinia gummi-gutta may sound like the name for a long lost song by the Grateful Dead, it is actually a fruit, native to Indonesia that received attention in 2011 as an aid to natural weight loss, despite little or no scientific evidence or clinical trials to support the claim.

Spammers are going to great lengths to get you to purchase their Jerry Garcinia gummi-gutta. First, they issue a press release containing bogus diet research through a recognized news agency or wire, such as Reuters. A reputable publication, such as the Wall Street Journal, unknowingly picks up the press release and publishes it without review or rewrite. (Fake news releases get issued and published with surprising regularity.) Included in the release are direct links to the diet scam website, as well as language that appears to legitimize the content, such as “As Featured in the Wall Street Journal”. What makes the scam even more insidious is the fact that the press release appears to actually question the reliability and efficacy of the diet product. Headlines such as Garcinia Cambogia Warning - Misleading Advertising Exposed are followed by content advising the reader to “please visit the links below for this most important resource and reference points”. The links then lead to a different website where users can click to order the so-called diet product.

THE FIRST WORLD CUP SCAMS APPEAR

Spammers are wasting no time with the FIFA World Cup just around the corner. During the first quarter, CYREN observed some of the first emails related to this major world-sporting event. Employing a typical lottery scam, the email informs the recipients that the “Big Big Lotto Company”, with the support of the “Microsoft Online Network Raffle”, has selected them to receive $1 million US dollars and one free entrance ticket to watch all games live in Brazil. To allay any
fears the recipients may have about the objectivity of the drawing, the email further informs them that “email addresses were sorted globally (Powered by Microsoft) from companies, Individuals, government agencies, co-operate bodies, and Charity homes, etc.” If only the co-operate bodies would cooperate and provide a little coaching on grammar and punctuation.

Proving that this sort of scam is successful, the World Cup Lottery theme is simply a repeat of similar scams from 2010 – which were repeats of similar scams preceeding the 2006 World Cup.
As we noted in our 2013 Security Yearbook, an increasing amount of spam seems to be originating in Spain. For the first time, during Q1 of 2014, Spanish spammers led the way with 9% of all global spam, followed by Argentina and the United States with 7% each. Germany and Italy followed, producing 5% of global spam. South American countries, Brazil and Columbia took 6th and 7th place with 4% each. Noticeably missing from the list this time were Russia and China. In contrast, Western European countries, Spain, Germany, and Italy took three of the top five spots.

During the first quarter of 2014, India stayed in first place with the most spam sending bots (11%) followed by Russia with a significant increase to nearly 10%. Brazil returns to the top 15 along with Spain, Ukraine and Saudi Arabia. Peru, Colombia, Serbia and Mexico ended their brief visit to the list and dropped off this quarter.
THE ONE WORD EMAIL SCAM

And finally; You may be familiar with the “stuck overseas” scam email received from friends/family/acquaintances who have had their accounts hacked. Like this one:

But, we assume that scammers are trying to save time with a less wordy approach:
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